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Faculty Calls For
Alcohol Clamp-Down
by Tony Tarnell
During the general faculty meeting
of February 13, Dr. Leo F. O'Connor,
an Associate Professor of the
English/American Studies department introduced a proposal calling
for a complete shutoff of alcoholic
consumption in all academic proceedings of Fairfield University.
The four part proposal as issued
by Dr. O'Connor read as follows:
1. The academic proceedings of
this University are to be conducted
without the use of alcohol. Included
in this list of proceedings are the
following: scheduled classes and laboratories, class registration, finalexaminations, convocations, graduation exercises, and other appropriately designated activities. Students
violating this rule should be subject
to immediate suspension.
2. Academic departments and
divisions are requested not to sponsor student social events with the
advertised central purpose of
alcohol consumption.
3. Those students suffering from
alcohol abuse should be directed into treatment programs as a necessary prerequisite for continued membership
in
this
academic
community.
4. The faculty urges that the division of Student Services take immediate and vigorous action to curtail the
use of alcohol in non-academic
buildings and on campus grounds.
In a recent interview, Dr. O'Connor noted that over 50 faculty
members of the University attended
the meeting. The first two issues of
the proposition were "passed overwhelmingly" detailed O'Connor. The
third item was passed by the scant
margin of 22-15. Due to lack of time,
the final item could not be discussed
but will be handled at the next
meeting.

"I am distressed to see a school
which I care about, being turned into
a party school by a transcient minority of students." Dr. O'Connor continued, that the destruction and vandalism of this campus which is akin
to alcoholic consumption "will be
detrimental in the long run if it is not
altered." Asked to explain this statement O'Connor stated that "the
alcohol linked violence and vandalism is setting a definate trend in
this University." He added that "ten
years down the line parents would
have to be complete idiots to send
their sons and daughters to a school
with a reputation like the one Fairfield is writing for itself."
The proposal by Dr. O'Connor was
not passed until after rigorous
debate among the faculty. The
major opponents of the proposal
were John Barone, the University
Provost, and Professor Donald
Greenberg of the Politics Department.
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Upon presenting the first motion,
Professor O'Connor observed that
each of the academic occasions
cited in the first motion had been
marred by alcohol consumption during the last several years. Provost
Barone objected to the motion as
"simplistic." Professor O'Connor
responded to Provost Barone that
the administration had failed to respond adequately to the deterioration of student life, and that students
lacked the means to remedy the
situation themselves. O'Connor
noted that tenured faculty had a
special responsibility in a matter
such as this.
"This problem in leadership has
been at the top of the University."
noted O'Connor. He continued that
"The administrators and the tenured
faculty don't want to make waves
because they feel that any student
repercussions will be viewed as
failure on the part of the administrators.
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Dr. Leo O'Connor, whose proposals to limit alcohol consumption
were voted on by the faculty.
In commenting on the second item
Professor Leo Fay referred to a
study done by Professor Geneviere
of his proposal. Dr. O'Connor detailBurch concerning concerning ated that "it is the worst type of
titudes towards drinking among
pandering when department-organmembers of the university communiized parties start mirroring one of
ty during debate upon the proposal.
the least aesthetic aspects of
Professor Burch's study found a
undergraduate life." O'Connor add"subculture" which condoned the
ed that parties merely "pander for
popularity."
excessive use of alcohol as "boyish
indulgence." Professor Fay argued
"There are so many positive atthat this motion put the faculty on
tributes involved in this University,"
record as disapproving of such
noted O'Connor. He continued that
behavior.
"every student has an investment in
"Do we have to have a student get
this University. In many ways this inkilled here before the University
vestment will become part of our
begins to recognize the problem it is
future identification."
confronted with" noted O'Connor.
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Teacher Evaluations Discontinued
FUSA Blames Faculty, Administration
by John Hughes
The project undertaken by the Student Association to obtain teacher
evaluations has been discontinued,
according to Kevin Lawlor of
F.U.S.A. Lawlor cited a lack of
cooperation on the part of some
faculty members as a main reason
for the cancellation.
"We had received approval from
the deans to distribute the evaluation
forms to the students through the
department heads," explained
Lawlor. "Three days before the
students were to receive the forms,
the- department heads notified
F.U.S.A. that they would not par-

ticipate in distributing them. We were
forced., to go to the individual
teachers with the forms, and some
never received them."
Another problem, Lawlor stated,
was that only 40 percent of the completed forms were returned to
F.U.S.A., and these generally proved
to be from the teachers who scored
well in the evaluation,
It was at this point that F.U.S.A.
decided not to continue the project,
which would have entailed processing the data in the computer, and
printing the results in booklet-form,
at an additional cost of $1000 to
$1500. Explained Lawlor, "It may

seem like we're just flushing away
the $360 already spent on the forms,
but we're actually saving about
$1500 on a survey that would have
given us incomplete results."
Lawlor pointed out, "While the
project was, to some extent, a
failure, evaluation forms and computer programs were developed with
the long-range in mind; they'll save
time in coming years." Lawlor continued, "there has been no teacher
evaluation at Fairfield in two years,
and the forms and computer programs used prior to that are lost. We
had to start from scratch."
Changes in the manner of hand-

ling teacher evaluations are being
looked into by F.U.S.A. One would involve input from the three branches
of the University, not just the
students. Commented Lawlor,
"Teacher evaluations should not be
the responsibility of the Student
Association. When the Accreditation
Board visited Fairfield last year they
cited the lack of organized teacher
evaluations as. an administrative
weakness." According to Lawlor,
developing a program for evaluation
that the administration, the faculty,
and the students would agree on
would take a couple of years, but an
interim program will be studied for
next year.

Robert J. Schumm
Photo by Alex Graziano

Schumm
Chosen
As Editor
by Gigi Byron
Robert J. Schumm, a- junior
economics major, has been chosen
Editor-in-Chief of The Mirror, it has
been announced by the editorial
board. Schumm, who has served as
co-editor of the News seciton this
past year, shall begin his term April
1, succeeding Michael "Doc"
Dougherty.
Schumm remarked about his election "It's a great honor. The Mirror is
the 'best organization on campus.'"
Commenting on the job he is about
to undertake, Schumm explained, "I
have quite a lot to live up to, following
in the footsteps of Ned Barnett and
Doc Dougherty. A lot of people look
to The Mirror for information. That is
a big responsibility, but I feel I'll be
able to do more than just follow in
their footsteps."
Schumm has some new ideas for
the paper. One of these is expansion.
"I intend to keep the same publication frequency as this year, but I
Continued on Page 10

State Legislature Proposes
Raise in Drinking Age
by Karen Erdos
The Connecticut State Legislature
is presently concerning itself with the
issue of raising the state's legal
drinking age. There have been approximately eleven bills introduced in
the legislature that concern this
issue and they contain various approaches to the issue. Some are in
favor of raising the drinking age to
19, others as high as 21, and still
others with raising the buying age in
package stores while retaining the
present drinking age in "controlled
atmospheres" such as bars, restaurants, and clubs, where the proprietor has a legal obligation to
regulate the consumption of alcoholic beverages.
The proposals in general show
deal of support from many members
of the State's Legislature and Governor Grasso has stated she will sign
into law any bill raising the drinking
age to either 19 or 20. The proposals
came as a reaction to the increase in
traffic fatalities involving persons
between the ages of 18 and 21 since
the drinking age was lowered, vandalism and fighting in schools, and
the availability of alcohol to young
teenagers. These bills will have to be
acted upon by the time the General
Assembly breaks in June.

In recent weeks, there have been
several public meetings in various
towns to discuss the raising of the
drinking age and the problem of alcohol abuse at all ages. The main concern of most of the public is to get
the liquor away from high school students and especially out of cars. One
meeting at Southington showed overwhelming support of the measures to
raise the drinking age while one that
took place in Bridgeport last
Wednesday supported retaining the
present age. A lobby against raising
the drinking age (LARDA) has been
formed to urge citizens to write to
their legislators and to newpapers in
an effort to defeat the proposed
legislation. Its main arguments
against the proposed law are that it
would encourage minors to drive to
New York to buy liquor and possibly
cause more traffic related fatalities,
and that it would take the teen-aged
drinker out of the more regulated atmosphere of bars and put them into
a totally unsupervised atmosphere
because those who really want the liquor will find ways to get it. Other,
arguments include the failure to
meet the true problem—alcohol
abuse, which involves all age groups
and which must be solved through
education and not restriction. A last,

rather callous, argument is that it
would represent a reduction in profit
to the owners of bars and clubs and
reduce the tax revenue now provided
by the 18-21 year old drinkers.
Just how would the raising of the
legal drinking age effect student life
at Fairfield? No one can predict exactly because of the variety of the
proposed bills, but as William
Schimpf, vice president of student
services stated, "of course, the
university would be obligated to comply with state laws." In relation to
how the legislation would effect dormitory life, Director of Student Residences, Phyllis Rogge commented
on the fact that it will cause greater
problems if the age is raised to 19
because it would have to alter floor
party and impromptu party procedures. It would also influence private parties to a certain extent since
the person giving the private party
would be responsible for the minors
at his party.
On the other hand, if the age was
raised to 21 it would mean the total
elimination of floor parties and impromptu parties in the quad dormitories, since the large majority of the
students living on the quad would be
under this age. Ms. Rogge cited the
Continued on Page 9

Burgers Up
20 Cents
by Claudia M. Napp
Due to ground beef costs rising
to two dollars a pound, the price of
a hamburger in the Stag-Her is
now 85 cents. This twenty-cent increase has "not produced any noticeable decrease in students purchasing hamburgers," according
to Macke representative Mr.
William Sekelsky.
Macke does not foresee any
price increases in other areas except in the meat category. These
prices may go down again subject
to market changes. The food service will cut the price to students if
a change occurs, just as they
passed the increase on to the
students.
When asked what he felt the
cause of the great hike in meat
prices was due to, Mr. Sekelsky
stated: "I don't know if the price
went up because meat sellers are
holding back the supply to raise
prices or not. The farmers and
meat producers may just be trying
the same tactics that were used to
raise the price of sugar a few
years ago." If this-is true then the
Stag-Her has seen its last 65 cent
burger.
The rising cost of meat has not
reduced Macke's frequency in
serving meat entrees. Students
will notice though, that roast beef
will not be offered as much at dinner in the future.
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probation and fined between 5,000 and 10,000
dollars. The agreement was subject to approval
of the Federal District Judge Raymond Broderick.
The Carter Administration had been rattled
by the case when disclosures came that Mr.
Eilberg had asked Carter in 1977 to dismiss
David W. Marston, the United States Attorney
in Philadelphia who was investigating the
hospital project. Mr. Marston was replaced in
1978 but his successor continued the inquiry
and indictments were announced just two
weeks before last fall's elections.

By Cosmo Corigliano and Tom Daly
Power in Iran
Revolutionary Iran has twin governments but
they are not very fraternal. The secretive
revolutionary movement of Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini last week ordered the execution of
four more of the Shah's generals, without the
knowledge of Prime Minister Mehdi Bazargan.
The Bazargan government attempted to establish its authority by announcing the completion of a national guard. They were also passing
a law to control the revolutionary vengeance of
the Ayatollah Khomeini regime. However, the
officials stated the law would have to be ratified
by the very committee that called for the execution of the Shah's generals. Therefore, the
ratification of this new law does not look
hopeful.
In the midst of turmoil and disunity the
evacuation from Iran is near conclusion. The
remaining Americans, many married to Iranians, have decided to stay behind and deal
with their domestic problems. The evacuees including a United States Marine who had been
arrested by Islamic revolutionaries for his role
in defending the American embassy from leftist
attackers.
The dissolution of discipline and authority is
especially grave in the army. Soldiers seem to
be reacting to rank and file pressures rather
than imposing the Government's will.
Iran's Oil Cutoff Being Felt
It has been over two months since Iran has
stopped exporting oil. However, the new
government has said they will resume exports
soon.
Oil companies in the United States and else
where, faced with depleted inventories, announced cutbacks in refining and distribution.
The Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries scheduled a meeting in Geneva on March
26 to plot strategy for dealing with the new
situation. A spokesmen said the meeting would
be an advisory meeting, nothing definite would
be decided upon at this time.
Abu Dhabi, Qatar, and Libya have already
announced increases in a four stage program
which would result in a 14.5 percent increase
by December 1979. Saudi Arabia, the largest
exporter, has raised production to help make
up for the Iranian shortfall. However, they have
instituted a 5 percent surcharge on all oil produced in excess of 8.5 million barrels a day.
The Soviet Union has not been left out of the
energy crises by any stretch of the imagination. Moscow imports natural gas from Iran
while shipping its own production to Eastern
Europe. Now that the Soviet Union needs its
own resources the East European countries
are scrambling to find new sources of supply.
The Soviets face an even greater problem with
oil, since they have been purchasing this re;
source directly from the Iranians.

NEW ENGLAND
Ugo La Malta Has A Chance to Rule
Three years ago Italy was in a political
deadlock and Ugo La Malfa went on a oneman
crusade to assemble a consensus of parties
and personalities on a economic recovery program. The job Mr. La Malfa undertook seemed
to be hopeless. According to Mr. La Malfa his
country has the possibilities of a great future
however it is now destroying itself.
Mr. La Malfa will finally get a chance to rule
the country the way he wants it to be. His tiny
Republican Party was asked to form a new
government, succeeding the latest Prime
Minister, Giulio Andreotti. This Party will be the
first non-Christian Democrat to be given such'a
task since the fall of Fascism. However, Mr. La
Malta's efforts will be given little chance. The
Christian Democrats, Italy's largest party, insist they will not form a coalition with their
close second, the Communists. It seems inevitable the the new Party will be forced out of
office.

NATION
Price Spiraling Continues
The Bureau of Labor Statistics issued the
economic report for last month. It proved to be
a very pessimistic issue for the problem of inflation and President Carter's program to combat it. There was a "reported 0.9 percent increase in January's consumer prices. Also, G.
William Miller, chairman of the Federal Reserve
Board, said he didn't expect inflation to slow
down markedly this year.
Mr. Miller's analysis was based on long term
trends, from the price of food to the price of
petroleum products. Food led by beef was up
by 1.4 percent, the sharpest rise since April.
Transportation costs increased 1.1 percent, in
large part because gasoline was up 1.9 percent. The sixth consecutive large increase in a
period before the impact of the Iranian cutoff
and the price increases from other oil products
has been felt.
It was estimated that consumers paid 9.3
percent more last month than they did for the
same basket of goods a year ago. The average
workers purchasing power was 0.7 percent
less. The price increase will presumably only

School Test Quality
The debate over the financing of public
heighten Carter's zeal to promote his anti- schools has been occupying center stage in
inflation standards.
Connecticut. However, another problem has
Oil Drilling On Georges Bank
arised in making sure the quality of the educaThe United States Court of Appeals ruled tion from district to district is as equal as its
that the Federal Government can begin its financing. A recent report by the Task Force on
long-stalled plans to sell oil-drilling leases on Educational Equality proposed a method for inone of the worlds finest fishing grounds, the suring a minimum standard of quality in ConGeorges Bank. The court also said that Sec- necticut schools.
retary of the Interior Cecil D. Andrus has "a
Patricia B. Luke, a member of the New Brisolemn responsibility that the great life sys- tain Board of Education stated that the whole
tems of the ocean are not unreasonably jeopor- report is alot of verbiage that can't be used for
dized". The court also warned that it would practical purposes. Mrs. Luke is worried that
stop the sale if Andrus failed in his duty. The ac- the proposals will lead to bigger bureaucracies
tual drilling is far away since preparations for and possibly expensive new regulations. Also,
auctioning of the right to drill on the land tracks some school systems fear that quality control
will take at least seven months.
will lead to what they call "homogenized
As drilling elsewhere on the East Coast has education."
shown, the search for gas and oil is risky.
If the General Assembly adopts the task
Fisherman are worried about damage to their force proposal, school systems would be recatch, worth an estimated one billion dollars quired to define what they want a child to learn.
last year. Many are also concerned about ruin- If the school's goals were in line with the
ing the multi million dollar turist industry.
state's, the district would then produce more
The governers of nine states succeeded in specific plans for achieving those aims.
stalling the sale of the leases until after the
Darien's Ban on Apartments
passage of the Federal Outer Continental
The Planning and Zoning Commission will be
Shelve Bill. The bill which was enacted in forced to decide once again whether the town
September strengthened the rules on offshore of Darien should permit apartments to legally
drilling to protect the environment, and the in- exist. In the past the commission would debate
terests of property owners. In January of 1978, on the question for at the most ten minutes bethe Secretary refused to delay the sale, and the fore firmly turning the proposal down.
state of Massachusetts and the Conservation However, things seem to be different this year
Law Foundation sued Mr. Andrus and eleven oil there are subtle and perhaps inevitable hints of
companies. Last weeks decision lifted the in- cchange for the community.
junction that has stopped the sale.
There is a 122 acre estate on Great Island
Suprise Plea In Eilberg Trial
called the Ziegler Estate which is considered to
Last week the trial of Joshua Eilberg took on be an irreplaceable natural and architectural
another variation when he changed his plea to landmark of spectacular proportions. Its
guilty.
owners say that its special character can be
Mr. Eilberg, a Democrat who represented preserved only by an enlightened and changed
part of Philadelphia in Congress until his elec- zoning policy.
tion defeat last November, is charged with conThe zoning policy say the owners should
flict of interest. Federal prosecuters said he il- allow some of the massive buildings on the
legally received $103,000 from a deal in which estate to be preserved, with their interiors
his law firm pushed through Congress a 14.5 redesigned as apartments to make the presermillion dollar construction grant for Phila- vation economically viable. Whether the zoning
delphia's Hahnemann Hospital.
will be changed or not will be interesting to see.
The guilty plea was announced after lengthy However, whatever is decided it can be
talks with the Government. It was decided that assured that there will be people strongly
Mr. Eilberg would be sentenced to a term of against the decision.
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By John J. Smith

CAMPUS NOTES

STAFF ASSOCIATION
SCHOLARSHIPS
The Fairfield University Staff
Association (an organization comprised of eighty members) is offering
a $600.00 scholarship or two
$300.00 scholarships to a junior(s) or
senior(s) based on financial need. In
the event the winner is a senior the
scholarship money will be available
immediately. In the event the winner
is a junior the money will be available
for the September. 1979 semester.
Applications may be picked up in
the following offices: Student Services, Loyola Hall; Financial Aid Office, Canisius 6; Cashiers Office,
Canisius 118; Accounting Office,
Canisius 110;' Academic Dean's Office, Canisius 201; and in Bannow
219.
The money is made available
through fund raising projects held
the past year by members of the
association and money donated by a
former member of the Association.
Applications should be returned to
Mrs. Peg Doyle c/o Student Services,
Loyola Hall by next Wednesday. Announcement of the winner(s) of the
scholarship is April 5, 1979.
Members of the committee are:
Mrs. Peg Doyle, (co-chairman) Student Services Dept.; Mrs. Miriam
Slater (co-chairman) of the Payroll
Dept.; Mrs. Claire Carroll of the
Business Office, Mrs. Jo Cellini, Accounting Dept. Mrs. Marge Fitzpatrick, Admissions Department,
Mrs. Edith Meyer, Faculty Secretary,
Mrs. Pat O'Brien, Biology, and Mrs.
Lorraine Testo, Personnel Department.
PHILOSOPHY LECTURE SERIES
During the Spring Semester, the
following lectures, offered by the
Philosophy Department, will take
place:
During the month of March, Professor Nicholas Everitt of the University of East Anglia who has exchanged positions with Professor King J.
Dykeman of Fairfield, will give a
series of lectures on the Philosophy
of Mind, one of his specialties.
On April 2, Professor Ellen Marie
Chen of St. John's University will lecture on the topic: "The Concept of
Duality in Chinese and Western
Thought".
On the 24th of April, Professor
Marie-Suzanne Neville of the University of Hartford will speak on "A
Metaphysics in Ordinary Time".
SPRING SPREE
The Campus Center, in conjunction with inter-collegiate Holidays is
sponsoring a sun worshippers spring
spree in Puerto Rico the the week of
spring break, March 17 to the 24th.
For just $299.00 you receive hotel
accomodations for seven days and
seven nights at the Carib-lnn in San

GROUNDSTAR

Juan. Roundtrip transportation via
scheduled carrier, hotel tax and
gratuities, plus much more are included.
If you are interested in joining the
Spring Spree to Puerto Rico contact
either Donna Schmidt or Donna Morrison in the Campus Center Office or
call 255-5411, ext. 377. Deadline for
application is 30 days prior to departure; a $50.00 deposit is required
upon registration.
SUMMER WORKSHOPS
Fairfield University is offering two
workshops in Europe both tentatively
scheduled for five weeks in July and
August.
The Summer Workshop in Italy is
geared at providing students of
Italian with an opportunity for concentrated study of Italian in its
natural milieu, and to enable them to
become acquainted with the people
whose language and culture they are
studying.
The Workshop will be held in Urbino, Central Italy. Urbino provides
an ideal location for summer study
for its climate, its proximity to major
centers of Italian culture, its University, and the superb setting of a
Renaissance city.
Students may earn 6 credits.
Grades will be based on examination
and class performance according to
the Fairfield University system and
by the Faculty and Director of Consultation. All students will receive a
regular Fairfield University Summer
session report card and transcripts
will be available on request.
Any inquiries concerning the
Workshop and applications for admission may be obtained from Professor John Rallo of the Modern
Languages Department.
The Summer Workshop in Spain,
conducted each year by Fairfield
University will be held again this
summer, tentatively scheduled for
five weeks, from July 2, to August 3.
The Workshop, designed for people interested in an opportunity to
study the Spanish language and
culture in depth, is geared to
students and teachers at the
graduate and undergraduate levels.
Participants must have the eqivalent
of three years of college Spanish or
the ability to speak and understand
the language.
The Workshop offers a plan for
those interested in studying and earning graduate and undergraduate
credit.
The program focuses on introducing participants to contemporary
culture as it is developing in Spain today, and absorbing the flavor of daily
life there. Teachers and advanced
Spanish students will have the opportunity for comprehension and use of
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oral Spanish in daily classes with
native Spanish faculty.
The deadline for application is
April 1, 1979. A request may be
made to the Rev. Victor Leeber, S.J.,
the Summer Workshop chairman.
JOB WORKSHOP
A workshop on "Resume Writing
and Interview Technique" will be offered by the Fairfield Adult Career
andEducational Services March 10
and 17. The workshop will meet from
10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. both Saturdays. Instructing the workshop will
be Dr. Mary Lou Powell.
The workshop will focus on the ins
and outs of writing an effective
resume and conducting a successful
job campaign. In the first session,
resumes will be written and critiqued, while the second session will
deal with refining the resume and
discussing job strategies. Videotapes concerning interview techniques will supplement the class
material.
The workshop is one of several
prorams offered by the University
Adult Career and Educational Services, (FACES), which has recently
been established at the University as
an information and counseling center for adults. It is one of two national
models of Career Information
Centers set up by the College Board
under a grant from the federal office
of Career Information, U.S. Office of
Education.
For further information about the
resume writing workshop, or other
career development courses offered
by FACES, call 255-5411, ext. 681.
FILM SCHEDULE
The following is the film society
schedule for the months of March
and April. Unless otherwise stated,
all movies will be shown in Gonzaga
auditorium and admission is $1.00.
This Sunday, March 4, "The Agony
and the Ecstasy" starring Charlton
Heston will be shown at 7:30 for free.
On March 13, "Forbidden Games", a
moving film about how two children
react to war, will be shown, also for
free.
On March 29, "Joseph Andrews"
with Ann-Margaret and Peter Firth
will be shown. On April 3, "Citizen
Kane, an American classic, will be
shown for free.
"The Adventures of Robin Hood",

BARBER SERVILLE
Exclusive Consultants For
Your Hair Style Problems

1426 Post Rd. 259-3893
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SPECIAL FOR
F.U. STUDENTS
AT ARCUDI'S
ITALIAN RESTAURANT
SUNDA Y AFTERNOONS 12 N00N-4PM

350 FOR ALL BOTTLED
DOMESTIC BEER
WITH PIZZA OR DINNER
,1035 POST ROAD, WESTPORT, CONN

226-0022

a great adverture flick with Errol
Flynn, will be shown on April 5 and 6.
"Armarcord", Fellini's account of his
youth in Fascist Italy will be shown
on April 17.
As a Dogwood Weekend Special,
the Film Society presents "Cousin,
Cousine", a beautiful love story from
France, on April 19 and 20. Dogwood
weekend special #2, Zeffirelli's
"Romeo and Juliet", will be
presented dates and times to be announced.
JOB SEEKERS BE AWARE
Job seekers be aware that in cooperation with Placement and
Career Counseling Centers, the
Library has information to help you
with that big interview. Before you
talk to the recruiters, look over the
material each recruiting company
sends to the Placement Center. Then
drop by the Library Reference Desk
to look over the recent articles or annual reports the staff has located in
current business magazines, newspapers, and directories. The Library
hopes that they have the material on
each firm on the interviewing
Schedule. Be aware and be
prepared.
CALLING ALL VOLUNTEERS
Southport Manor, a convalescent
home in Southport, is requesting the
help of Fairfield University students
to volunteer their time in the fight
against heart disease.
On April 8, the residents of Southport Manor will be holding a Rock
and Roll jamboree. Residents will be
rocking in rocking chairs, and rolling
in wheel chairs. Young people are
desperately needed to solicit donors
to sponsor Southport residents,
assist ederly, and publicize the
event.
Any student who wants to help
combat the nation's number one
killer, heart disease, may help by
volunteering to assist the staff of
Southport Manor. Please sign up in
the Counseling Center by today if you
are interested.

Groundstar, The campus literary
and atistic magazine, announces
that its deadline for the acceptance
for submission of work will be Friday,
March 30. If you are interested in
contributing to this noteworthy and
worthwhile publication, send all
black and white artwork and
photography, as well as poems, short
stories, and essays to Box A.
NEEL'S PAINTINGS EXHIBITED
A collection of fifty paintings by
79-year old feminist Alice Neel will be
displayed through April 1, 1979, in
the Carlson Gallery of the Arnold
Bernhard Arts and Humanities Center at the University of Bridgeport.
The gallery is open to the public from
11:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on weekdays
and from 1:00 to 5:00 p.m. on
weekends.
Other happenings at the University of Bridgeport include an evening
of chamber music featuring clarinetist Richard Stoltzman, bassoonist Bill
Douglas, and pianist Robert Preston.
The performance is scheduled for
Wednesday, March 7, at 8:00 p.m. in
the Recital Hall of the Bernhard
Center. The presentation is part of
the Johnson-Mellion series. Tickets
are available at the box office and
further information is available at
576-4399.
The University of Bridgeport Brass
Ensemble and Trombone Choir, directed by Dr. Terrance Greenawalt,
will perform Thursday, March 8 at 8
p.m. in the Recital Hall of the Bernhard Center. One of the Music
Department's spring concert series,
the program is free.
MS. STANLEY TO WED
The Mirror is happy to announce
the wedding of Linda Stanley, a
senior chemistry major who plans to
work for the government, to Allen St.
Paul, a quality control engineer for
Case Firearms Co. The couple was
engaged on June 4 and plan to be
married in Rocky Hill Ct. on August
24, 1979.
LOST
Gold digital Microma watch. 2/16
Mardi Gras. Great sentimental value.
Reward offered!! Any information
contact Valerie Grandel, Northwest
204 or box 2234.
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Editorials
Going Underground? Next Time Do It Right
By Michael Dougherty
When Jimmy Connolly asked me last week if
I has seen "the competition", my eye-brows
rose in curiosity. When informed that an underground paper had surfaced on campus my
initial reaction was pure amazement coupled
with a sense of hope. The Mirror has had a
monopoly on the news around here for a long
time. Perhaps, I thought, the new paper would
have some merit.
When I saw "Entrophy", though, my hopes,
like a bobsled on ice, went downhill fast. The
name "Enthropy"—defined as 'a measure of
the unavailable energy of a system' or 'an
ultimate state of inert uniformity'—is unclear
as a handle for a newspaper. In fact, the more I
read and discussed the underground sheet the
more I became confused about it.

Starting off with the claim "Our aim is to
fight the apathy that grips this campus with a
force that is hard to match. The intentions of
this paper (sic) is to enlighten you, the students
of this university, to what is wrong. "Later on in
the sheet the authors delivered a scathing attack on the Security Department and also on
what they, termed a University policy of "mental supression" (sic) The mimeographed sheet
closed with an exhortation to join a so-called
"intellectual revolution".
I was unimpressed by "Entrophy's" empty
rhetoric, sensationalist allegations, undemonstrated assertions, crippled grammar
and hideous misspellings. Real newsmen
would have given specifics, I said to myself.
Good thing these guys didn't sign their names
to their work.
A mild negative impression turned to anger

later when I was told that a couple of the
underground editors had lied to Pat Carroll,
saying that they were Mirror reporters. It was
from Carroll that they had culled information
regarding the Security Department. Starting an
undergrouund paper was one thing; deliberate
deception of a University administrator in the
name of The Mirror was quite another. I knew
that none of these reporters were associated
with these amateurs.
A curious paranoia surrounds the activities
of "Entrophy". The authors claim that "We've
been herded like cattle since we've been
born.". I don't imagine they're from the Beef
Belt of the Florida panhandle, so they probably
didn't mean that literally, but if they were attempting to create a metaphor they shouldn't
have embarrassed themselves with that bomb,
because it's just not true.

On the assertion that "Mental supression
(sic) is the sacred policy of Fairfield
University": first check your dictionary on the
spelling of 'supression'. Next, come off it. Sure,
Fairfield has some weak, unimaginative, unchallenging professors, probably some of the
worst around. It also has some of the best in
the country. Pull your heads out of the underground and collect some empirical data. That's
what real newsmen do.
Despite the multitude of errors that "Entropy" displays, though, a glimmer of potential
remains for the underground publication.
Whether or not its editors will realize the potential hinges on the amount of professionalism
they incorporate into their publication. So far
they're batting zero. Unless they decide to improve they'd do best to stay underground.

Underground Publication Overreacts
by Kenneth Vaughn
If you happen to pickup the first copy of Entrophy, I hope you took their words of warning
with a grain of salt. This anonymous staff managed to do two things: first, tell students of current dilemmas talked about on campus since
September; and second, turn the issues into a
major crisis. Those of you readers that are worried need not push the panic button: we are not
intellectual derelicts, and this campus is not
damned to hell.
True, this campus is a distance aways from
being nominated for Utopia, but we also are not
living in a campus being nominated for hell
either. This place definitely has its drawbacks,
but I believe that these flaws are not being ignored. One example of this is the newly formed
Committee on Campus Life, which will take a
good, hard look at the problems facing Fairfield
University and pose some solutions. I further
endorse this committee by saying I definitely
believe that they will not be an apathetic, alltalk-and-no-action committee, but a committee
that works.
In addition, I feel that many students are not
as apathetic as the Entropy gives them credit
for, but rather do not know how to deal with the
problems they face. But, I'm sure of one thing:
revolution, rebellion or any such movement is
not necessarily the answer. As far as I can see,
the only by-product of a revolution of any kind
will be the creation of a school whose "sacred
policy" is anarchy. True, there is a gap between the administration and the students, but
a protest or revolt will drive both sides further
apart. Personally, I think the solution is compromise, with both sides trying to avoid excom-

municating the other. Remember: patience is
virtue.
Now for the details. The Entropy certainly
stabbed the Security Department in the back.
The department, reportedly "infested with incompetence", will be tomorrow's policemen.
However, if the underground publication had it
their way, these men would be playground
monitors for elementary school children. I

entrances, so trespassers may be cited. I
thinkthe staff is competent; I think their problem may be is that they were understaffed. Instead of protesting, why don't we see if the
staff can be increased, or is that too
reasonable?
And what about our intellectual stagnation?
Sorry, but unlike our underground publication. I
refuse to put all the blame on the teaching

can't argue the fact that campus vandalism is a
big problem plaguing the university, but I would
not place the blame on the campus Security
Department. I would place the blame on the
students that are causing the vandalism. These
relatively few are blazing a trail of destruction,
and the Entrophy ignores these individuals and
points their finger at the Security. Hurray—students considered competent, willing
and bright enough to be admitted to a Police
Academy are blamed for not being everywhere
at once on the weekend to apprehend the bottle throwers and window breakers. Instead, the
'incapable G-men" are manning the school's

staff. The Entropy talks of inspiration to create
new ideas and to encourage thinking. They also
speak of needing "motivation and opportunity"
to create and clarify. Motivation, to a large extent, comes from the self. If you want to learn
the material, and if you want to learn about a
subject, you will go out and get the information
yourself, not have it fed on a silver platter. The
professor does not have to "sell" you on his
course—it is purely up to you whether you like
the course or not. If something, interests you,
you learn more about it yourself. Secondly, why
consider memorizing such a bad virtue? I talked with one of my professors, and he considers

memorization a vital part of life. He even went
as far to say that the student that memorizes
more and uses his mind for similar functions,
the more responsive he will be when called
upon to be creative. Additionally, not all subjects offer endless bounds of creative thought
available to the student. It took nearly 2000
years to develop the standards of calculus, and
the Entropy speaks as if students should be
available to make revelations of their own.
When, in reality, the average student has a
hard enough time learning the basic concepts
put forth by others, never mind offering an interpretation or translation of his own.
One other though comes to mind—just because a person does not verbally express an
answer or opinion in class, does that mean a
student must automatically disregard it as
wrong? Does the Entropy actually feel that one
basic educational philosophy is being preached to 2800 undergraduate students? I don't
think so. True, in many classes, I am not asked
for my opinion, but I have never been forced to
abandon an opinion I previously held. I think the
fault there lies with the student, who expect the
world's answers will be offered to him if he
takes down everything the professor offers.
Therefore, the true problem of "mental suppression" is reduced to a less severe problem
of "class participation", also partly the
students fault because a student does not
always raise his hand, and the teacher is fore-1
ed to play mind-reader to see who has something to say.
After all I have said, I certainly hope the Entropy carries out their promise of revolution. It
should be very interesting to watch and read.
As for me, cancel my subscription to Entropy.

Suggests Underground Paper Remain There
To the Editor:
Fairfield University has been at a disadvantage lately—we've had an "above ground"
newspaper (this very MIRROR) to inform us and
incite us; a "ground level" newspaper (the
Campus Crier) to amuse us and perhaps relieve
us; and through all of this we've been adept at
staying afloat without the balancing effect of an
"underground" newspaper. Finally we are
saved—one such paper has emerged with
guns ablaze. But no, it seems we are sinking
rather than gaining ballast. Could it be that the
shining decks of this new publication give us
the facade of intelligence while covering the
main hold of abounding ignorance?
The title of this "newspaper" is unknown to
me: I could not decipher the misprinted letters.
For those of you who read it and believed it, I
feel sorry. For those who read it and burned it, I
applaud. For those who neither saw nor heard
of this, I congratulate you for your luck but feel
obligated to enlighten you to its real contents—a payload of trash—sometimes finely
worded—yet trash nonetheless.
From here on I shall address those responsible for this publication. I commend you for your
concern, but I abhor you for your cowardice.
Because you have chosen to label your paper
"underground" does not mean you must remain anonymous. You claim a desire to "fight
the apathy" on our campus. But I ask you,
doesn't the word "underground" imply a need
for separation from existing news publications?
If so, does this mean a division among the student following? Can you unite a divided body in
a fight against apathy while you are the force
inciting the division. With your undergroundedness you are defeating your own purpose.
You say we are apathetic, I say we are not, I
was amused at the notion of passing out newspapers concerning student apathy the same

day 1500 "apathetic" students pinned I CARE
buttons to their "apathetic" chests. No, these
are not apathetic students and you should be
glad. Apathetic students would have ignored
your paper rather than spend the time to read
it. If the students were apathetic your little "intellectual revolution" would still be sitting on
the radiator in Canisius.
You claim that you are not writing words for
the sake of words. If this were true your paper
would have been ten lines long. Students may
have been impressed by your heavy pen, but
words for the sake of meaning implies concrete
simplicity, not abstractions. A good course in
English should cure your pen-itis- and maybe
even make your paper worth reading (by the
way, your intentions are to enlighten, not is).
You claim many more ideas in your opening
paragraph, most of which are redundant, but I
feel one is in need of comment. You chose the
descriptive quote wisely, yet you failed to do it
a service. You referred to yourselves as
"monsters" but you do not have that right. A
true monster does not define himself as such,
but is perceived that way by others. Until you
change your approach and your idea you will
remain only monsters in your own eyes—the
rest of us stand unimpressed.
Concerning the "security dilemma" I must
say you are subjective in your views and totally
wrong in your argumentation. You state that
our officers are here to fill the requirements of
future employment, and that may be true, but
you conclude from this that they cannot do an
acceptable job—and that is false. Because a
person has his eyes on the future does not
mean he cannot do an efficient job in the present. We are all students yet not for the mere
act of studying, rather to train ourselves for the
future. We are "fulfilling the necessary requirements for entrance" into our respective
fields. This does not mean that our jobs as

students cannont be completed with efficiency
and competence. The same argument holds
true for the security department.
You say that there is a "non-existence of
violent crime" at Fairfield in spite of record
dorm damage and increasing vandalism, each
violent crimes in themselves. You say security
cannot police the campus of drunken students,
I say that 200 or 500 or 1000 drunken students
are not about to be policed by only a few officers, no matter how capable they may be.
You say that security cannot fight the
"onslaughts of rapists and murderers climbing
the gates," yet you complain when an officer
carries a weapon. You ask students to report

any violation of their rights in a security confrontation yet you fail to conceive of a situation
where "drunken students" could violate the
rights and respects due the officers. In short,
you say many things about security and most
of them are wrong.
I feel that you have spent a great deal of time
writing your piece on the "conditioned death,"
but you left out one small ingredient—thought.
You speak of many desirable qualities in the
process of an intellectual life, yet your approach is neither pragmatic nor revolutionary.
If you have a murder "will to examine, to question, to build upon the laws and doctrines of the
Continued on Page 5
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Head for the
mountains
BILL HOFFMAN
The charter travel business has
seen drastic changes in the last two
decades. Twenty years ago, charter
flights were utilized exclusively by
groups like Aunt Tilly and the Mah
Jong Club or their annual trip to
Miami Beach. In the early 70s, spurred by the passing of liberalized regulations, the charter industry took
off (so to speak) and for a time,
business was booming. More than
4.5 million people travelled by roundtrip charter in 1977, the same year
that the commercial airline price war
began to escalate. The new, cheaper
fares flaunted by the major carriers
were stiff competition for charter organizers; many were forced to fold.
The "charter revolution" that was to
have changed the face of the travel
industry had never materialized.
All this sounds pretty bleak, right?
Well, take heart. The charter business isn't dead yet—many reputable wholesalers are still in the
prime of operation. That old line, "I
can get it for you wholesale" appeals
to a great many people, and skiers
are no exception. This winter, the
savvy skier can find many a deal to
U.S. destinations as travel agents
and charter brokers offer a full spectrum of ski vacations at bargain
basement prices.
The most attractive charters to the
western U.S. this season are being
offered by WIST Ski Tours (2460 Lemoine Avenue, Fort Lee, New Jersey
07024). Through WIST, you can book
combination land and air packages
that include round-trip airfare,
transfers from airport to ski area, 7
nights lodging, and 6 days use of lifts
to Sun Valley, Jackson Hole, Aspen,
Vail, Steamboat, and Copper Mountain. Prices for a one-week vacation
(standard room, double occupancy)
break down as follows:
Jackson Hole—land packages at

Sun Valley—land packages at the
Elkhorn Inn (low, $253, regular, $289)
and Elkhorn Village Condominiums
(low, $242, regular $271). Flights
leave for Idaho Falls (nearest airport
to both Sun Valley and Jackson Hole)
from New York on March 16, and
March 24 ($239); from Neward, NJ
on March 2, 17, and 23 ($239); and
Boston on March 9 ($249). If you
book 60 days in advance, you are
eligible for the Early Bird Special
fare, a savings of $10 - $15.
WIST's Colorado destinations are
Aspen (Continental Inn — low
season, $279, regular $380, Vail
(Kiandra/Talisman Lodge—$239),
Steamboat
(Storm
Meadows — $285), and Copper
Mountain (Condominiums—$249).
Airfare from New York to Denver is
approximately $205. Flights depart
March 10 and March 17 to the area
of your choice; March 3 to Aspen,
and March 3 to Vail.
Rbgal Associates (97 Union
Street, Newton Centre, Massachusetts 02159) offers similar values to
Aspen, Steamboat,and Vail. Their
packages include airfare, transfers
between airport and resort, accommodations for 7 nights, and all taxes;
they are available in March. Rates
based on double occupancy are as
follows: Aspen-(New Glory Hole,
$461-$512; Aspen Chateau Codominiums-$61 8-$660);
Steamboat-(Storm Meadows,
$518-$532; Ptarmigan Inn, $436;
Ramada Inn, $415); Vail-fVail Village
Inn, $395-$425; Enzian Lodge,
$479-$489;
Westwind
Condominiums, $544). Note: these
prices are based on New York departure. Lift tickets are not included.
Charters can still be an incredible
bargain if you shop around, know exactly what you're paying for, and
above all, book early. Prices will
never be better than they are right
now, so if you've ever had the urge to
ski in the western U.S. this is the
time.

The First Time is the Best
By Karen Takach

"I'm nervous," said Eddie,the
naive younger brother.
"Don't worry," replied Karl, the
experienced older, brother. "Its only
natural. After all, this is your first
time."
"That's what I mean. It will be obvious that I've never done this
before."
"Just play it cool, like I do. No one
will be the wiser."
"But am I dressed O.K.?" asked
Eddie. He looks in the mirror. "I'm
sure I'm too casual. On second
thought, maybe I'm too dressed up."
"Clothes won't really matter,"
replied Karl. "Its how you act that
counts."
"I hope I can get excited enough
so that I'll really have a good time."
"Don't worry, you will!"
"What about money?"
"Well, its not really necessary, but
it could help if you want a few
extras."
"I really envy you, Karl. By the
time you were my age you had
already done this a few times. Your
first was at twelve years old! I guess
I'm just a late bloomer."
"That doesn't matter! You're a
man now, Eddie. You can handle it."
"Do you have the wineskin filled

MIKE'S
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one of 5 inns range in price from
$213 to $260. (Sojourner Inn—low
season, $239, regular $253; Crystal
Springs—low, $213, regular $224;
Ramada inn—low, $223, regular
$234; Village Center—low, $238,
regular $243; Hilton Inn—low, $252,
regular, $260.)

up, and the pot and pipes, and a
lighter?"
"Of course! Do you think me a
mere novice?"
"Sorry; I know I shouldn't question
you. I mean, not many your age can
boast to close to one hundred, as
you can. I just want to make sure that
everything is perfect."
"I know. Believe me, you can't
help but have a good time. The first
time is the best; you can ask
anybody. And besides, there is practically nothing that you could do
wrong. Even if you fall asleep, or trip
down the stairs, or even light your
hair on fire it will all be taken in
stride."
"I guess you're right."
"I know I am. You'll do just fine."
"All the stories that I've heard
about this have scared me. It can't
permanently damage anything, can
it?"
"No, of course not. Even if it did, it
would be well worth it. And I'm not
damaged in any way, right?"
"You're right. Karl, I'm ready to
go. Just one more thing; do you have
that absolutely essential ingredient
with you? Because if we don't have
it, we can't go."
"Of course I have the tickets! Do
you think that I am a complete jerk?"
"Well, I hope that Bruce Spring
steen is at his best tonight."
"He always is."

Course Offered In Career Development
By Evelyn Taylor

As students of Fairfield University
you may have witnessed some changes among your senior class friends
this year. Blue jeans are shed
replace knapsacks, and the shuttle
ride to the beach is frequently abandoned for the Conrail commuter train
to Manhattan.
Obviously, this adjustment from
campus to career is a difficult one,
causing turbulent reactions among
young people. Actually, when seniors
were asked to describe the transition
period between academia and work,
they responded with such adjectives
as
"panicky",
"exciting",
"frustrating", and "confusing".
Judging from the emotionalism of
their responses, I believe most upper
classmen would advocate intensive
preparation before the senior year
regarding one's career.
Preparation means learning how
to implement the necessary steps of
career decision making. Undergrad-

uates can earn 1 credit and learn this
procedure by enrolling in ID#10,
"The
Process
of
Career
Development" this fall.
Students will have an opportunity
to conduct a thorough assessment of
their skills and interests and examine
how these qualities relate to potential career categories. Research
tools will be discussed to help
students to identify appropriate
employers. Procedures for making
contact with employers, deciding
upon a career opportunity and adjustment to entry level assignments
will also be discussed during class
sessions of the "Process or Career
Development".
Juniors are particulary encouraged to enroll in this course in order to
be adequately prepared for interviews held during the senior year. Interested students may get a head
start on their career plans by enrolling in ID#10, The Process of Career
Development. Course cards may be
picked up at Fr. McCarron's office
during core registration.

Snow Job
By Andrew Masini
Our February snow began early in
the month with a flurry of l-respectyou-as-a-person's and grew to a blizzard of I've always-loved-you's which
raged until just two days before
F.U.'s midwinter mating dance,
Snowball. It was also observed that
the inclement barrage of requests
for their presence left many a desireable young female hopelessly
snow bound in their rooms as herds
of nerds vented pent up masculine
feelings beating paths to their doors.
In either case, the sticky stuff was
piled high and deep.
Not all, however, could see
through the heavy snow and, as was
feared, the scores of people warming up to each other brought on a
great thaw. The highest of the
highlands flooded the campus with
bottle after bottle of F.U.'s
characteristic 86 proof plasma, a
very volatile life's blood that must be
handled carefully in order to avoid an
explosion of emotion. A moment's inattention, for example, might result
in one's transfusion making one predisposed to being charmed by the wit
and wisdom of a giggly female
bartender-so charmed in fact that it
might take one a half an hour to talk
my date into sitting with one again.
Once at the dance, each couple
drank a spontaneous toast to the liquidation of inhibitions and for the
rest of the evening observed life
through the filtering effect of the bottoms of their glasses. The result was
that each person saw that taking
possession of their date's body is an
expression of the love, affection and
care for one who is special to them.
Of course, a pint or two of vodka
goes a long way toward eliciting a lot
of latent love, and these people mixed their libations with gradually increasing degrees of care until they
were drinking pure affection and doing shots with each other in the mezv
zanine.
This routine was broken up by occassional breathers on the dance
floor. There, the population between
the speakers was kept dense enough
to prevent anyone from falling down,
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a situation which the dancers took
advantage of by careening off one
another as a means of sobering up.
Towards this end the mixed odor of
Brut and sweat substituted for smelling salts. The resulting combination
of muddled minds and acute senses
made for a greater appreciation of
the moment as the excitement and
the inebriation built up to that spectacular suspension of time, the slow
dance, a sort of hug in motion. It's
always heart-warming to see two lovers holding each other up and sloshing about on the floor.
Those that didn't attend this event
didn't go without participating in the
nights activities. The ladies who were
earlier snowbound finally managed
to dig their way out through masses
of drifting students displaced by
roommates with rendezvous planned
and sounded fire alarms all over
campus. This would have afforded
everyone present the chance to see
who was sleeping with whom-to the
embarrassment of the amorous couples. In actuality, the couples were
embarrassed to be found fully dressed and playing parcheesi. Oh, what a
terrible reputation to live down!
The next morning hundreds of wilting carnations were laid aside in anticipation of a spring of budding
dogwoods.

State
Legislature
Proposes
Continued from Page 1
fact that "only two seniors, besides
the RA's, live in quad dorms this
year." As to floor parties in
Southeast and Fareast, Rogge said
the matter was uncertain but it would
probably not present any great difficulties since those dorms usually
do not contract for more than two or
three parties a year. In regard to the
direct enforcement of the laws in the
dormitories, both Schimpf and Rogge
feel that the drinking laws would be
similar to the present procedures for
smoking marijuana. Any student un-'
der the legal age caught drinking
would be subject to disciplinary
action.
In relation to how the proposed
bills would effect other campus
social activities, James Fitzpatrick,
Director of the Campus Center,
stated that most likely whether the
age was raised to 18 or 21 the StagHer would remain open because he
"would not want to do away with the
license because we've worked too
hard to get it and spent a great deal
of money trying to improve the atmosphere." On the subject of Oakrooms, Fitzpatrick felt it would be up
to SEC to decide whether to initiate
non alcoholic programming and provide entertainment for the whole
university or perhaps exclude the
underage parties from various activities. The structure of the dances
would also have to be altered since
all these events are presently BYOB.

Like It Is:
Continued from Page 8
noying obstacle: the Beer Line Syndrome. It usually takes any where between an hour and a week to get a
twelve ounce.draft. That is slower
than some deliveries. If you feel dizzy, it is probably from the Claustrophobic atmosphere or simply the
pain from three different people standing on your foot. But relax. The
tough part is getting through the
throng alive without losing your beer.
Floor parties are often patterened
after the Oak Rooms. Kegs are hidden in the bathrooms, so an uninitiated visitor, mistaking a beer line
for a chance to use the bathroom
may wait for hours and suffer a Fate
worse than Death. By the time you
get out of whatever line you happen
to be in, you'll notice that the
weekend has ended. As you climb into bed, and enjoy the only time outside waiting lines in the comfort of
sleep, you wonder what new waiting
lines you'll have to face in the morning. Maybe I'll skip breakfast after
all...

A career in law—
without law school.
After just three months of study at The Institute for
Paralegal Training in exciting Philadelphia, you can have a
stimulating and rewarding career in law or business —
without law school.
As a lawyer's assistant you will be performing many of
the duties traditionally handled only by attorneys. And at
The Institute for Paralegal Training, you can pick one of
seven different areas of law to study. Upon completion of
your training, The Institute's unique Placement Service will
find you a responsible and challenging job in a law firm,
bank or corporation in the city of your choice.
The Institute for Paralegal Training is the nation's first
and most respected school for paralegal training. Since
1970, we've placed over 2,500 graduates in over 85 cities
nationwide.
If you're a senior of high academic standing and looking
for an above average career, contact your Placement
Office for an interview with our representative.
We will visit your campus on:

Thursday, March 29
The
Institute
for
Paralegal
Training

235 South 17th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
(215) 732-6600

Approved by the American Bar Association.
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Baseball in Winter: These are the Dog Days
By Richard Pratt
Spring? Baseball season? To most
people, these terms are difficult to
imagine in the midst of the frigid
temperatures and snowy forecasts
gripping the area. But, to the Fairfield
University baseball team and its
coaches, spring seems already to be
upon us.
On February third, despite the wintry atmosphere, the baseball team
began formal workouts in the gymnasium. A number of the pitchers
have been throwing throughout the
winter under the tutelage of head
coach C. Donald Cook and Skip
Lockwood, relief ace of the New
York Mets. Mr. Lockwood has worked with individuals as well as helped
to shape the mental outlook and attitude of the team as a whole. His
contributions are very much appreciated and should prove beneficial to the ball club as it strives to
attain the top spot among Division I
New England baseball teams.
As the club struggles to prepare
for the tough schedule of games
rapidly approaching, it must
simultaneously overcome some,
financial difficulties as well.
Specifically, each team member
must raise $371 in order for the team
to travel south next month for a
schedule of six games in the Atlanta
area. Many F.U. students attended
the Oak Room on February tenth to
see Mike Beaudoin and The Southbound Blues Band perform to help
reduce the financial load on the
team. Team members also sell
advertisements to campus organizations and local merchants for the
baseball brochure. Despite such activities, a solid proportion of the
money for the annual southern trip
comes directly from the players
themselves.
The 1979 F.U. baseball team, captained by Bill Barnes, Brendan Vane,
and Bill Wilson is optimistically
awaiting the official start of the
season. The optimism has sprung
from a third place finish in New
England last spring and the fact that

.

The days are long and hot in the Fairfield Gymnasium as a Stag takes a cut at a fastball in the batting cage, The Fairfield nine practices daily
inside, and are eagerly awaiting warmer weather, where they will be able to prove their talents to the rest of New England.
(Photo by Patty Lanza)
virtually the entire team is back for
by no means easy but there are other
The BEST. This team does not
sented. This time of year is tough,
another shot at number one this seaphases of the game which somewant to settle for less. The long
though. These are the dog days."
son. Although the time for that shot is
times prove more trying during these
march to the top has begun within
Yes, the dog days are upon the
not yet upon us, preparation is well
cold winter months.
F.U. baseball team. Bigger and betthe confines of the Stag's gym.
under way. Each day, the hitters
"This is the time of year to prepare
"Everyone is working hard. But at
ter things will come when temphammer baseballs within the batting
yourself mentally for the game,"
eratures rise and snows melt to exthis point, the attitude of the team is
cage, the pitchers fling baseballs
commented Brendan Vane. "We
pose the baseball fields of New
most important," remarked Bill
with ferocity, and the whole team
can't simply play baseball, we must
England, where Fairfield will attempt
Wilson. "This is THE year. We have
runs, stretches, and runs some
eat it, sleep it, and live it in order to
to establish itself as number one.
the talent and have shown the team
more. These physical endeavors are
be the best."
unity to meet the challenge pre-

Limit Sought For
Alcohol Expenditures
By Robert J. Schumm
The University Council continued
to show its concern about alcohol
consumption and vandalism by adopting two resolutions dealing with
these issues at a meeting last week.
The first resolution calls for required expenditures on food and nonalcoholic beverages for social functions held in the dorms, or in the
faculty meeting/dining rooms.
The second resolution calls for the
release, by Student Services, of all
information surrounding disciplinary
actions, except the release of the
names of the individuals involved.
This release would come only after
a student has undergone due process and exhausted his right to appeals and been determined guilty of
that violation.
The resolution dealing with party
expenditures stipulate that "not
more than 60 percent of the expenditures for refreshments can be
spent on alcoholic beverages and
that not less than 30 percent of the
expenditures for refreshments to
dedicated to food and that not less
than 10 percent be dedicated to nonalchololic beverages, including coffee."
The measure will apply not only to
student gatherings but also faculty
and aldministrative parties.
This resolution does not affect
"Oak Rooms" or BYOB affairs.
William Schimpf, Dean of Student
Services, explained that this measure is "one of a preventative' status
as opposed to one of a reactionary
status."

f.:.

Fr. Henry Murphy, Dean of Freshmen, added "the goal is to set a style
that a social event does not have to
center around liquor."
The resolution concerning disciplinary action states in part that
"(we) recommend the Division of
Student Services release the details
of any disciplinary action taken
specifying the violation and the
penalty that was assessed for that
violation but not release the name of
the individual against whom the
change and penalty has been
assessed."
Dean Schimpf commented on the
measure saying, "it is sought as a
deterrent. Student Services will, on a
regular basis, release a summary of
the past week."
There appears to be a possible
conflict with this resolution and the
FUSA Declaration of Rights as stated
in the undergraduate student constitution. The constituion states, "Information from disciplinary or
counseling files shall not be available
to unauthorized persons on campus,
without the expressed written consent of the student involved, except
under legal compulsion."
Dean Schimpf, commmenting on
this, stated, "It will have no effect,
because no student's names are being released, only offenses and the
sanctions imposed. Therefore, no individuals rights are being violated."
Both measures passed by a vote
of 9-0-2 and 11 -0-0 respectively. They
will be submitted to Student Services
for final acceptance and implementation.

an advertising medium and also a
vehicle for constructive criticism."

Editor

Continued from Page 1
would like to expand the size of the
publications."
Expansion doesn't come without
complications though, Schumm explained. "Expansion can't be gone
into blindly. It must be looked at in
the context of the paper's financial
status, money you have on hand, and
the staff. I feel we have the staff.
What remains is to budget the
money."
Schumm's ideas for the content of
the paper surround the Features and
the Arts and Entertainment sections.
These are the areas in which he
would especially like expansion to
occur. "I think they should contain
useful information presented in a
humorous light: for example, an article on how to buy a stereo or one on
shopping around for a used car."
The new Editor-in-Chief sees The
Mirror following the same general
direction as it has over the past year.
He stated that, "The newspaper will
continue in its present role as both

Continuing his thoughts on the role
of the newspaper, Schumm added,
"Any newspaper has a sacred trust
to the public. We have not only a
legal but also a moral committment
to print the truth and only the truth.
Commenting on the editorial board
for next year's Mirror, Schumm said
that he has "made no decision as to
who will perform which duty. I am
open to any application for any editorial position." Schumm does intend
to "actively recruit" for new editors,
but he continued "there is a large
source of untapped talent in The
Mirror itself that cannot be ignored."
When asked for an evaluation of
his successor, Dougherty commented that "Bob combines aggressiveness, editorial experience,
and a positive attitude. He has a
good sense of what's news, he
always has his eyes and ears open,
and he has contacts iaall sectors of
the University. He now has one of the
most important positions on this
campus, and I'm confident he'll do
an excellent job."

Fencers
Foiled 16-11
The Fairfield Fencers record fell to
5-5, as they dropped a close 16-11
decision to Brooklyn College at
Brooklyn on Saturday February 24, in
a tight, temper-raising match.
The Stags hung tough in losing the
decision one in which 3 bouts could
have gone either way, producing a
14-13 victory.
Trancending the turmoil, the Fairfield Foil squad had its best showing
of the year, winning 7 of its 9 bouts
against a tough varsity team. Bob
Kelly, Mike Daviau, and Paul McKeough led the way, with Kelly victorious in three matches.
The other winners were team
leaders Kevin Piccoli (2-1) for sabre,
and Richard Horoschak (2-1) in epee,
raising their records to 19-5, and
25-3 respectively.
Fairfield, closes out its regular
season on Tuesday at Western
Conn., before journeying to the New
England Regionals at S.M.U. on
Saturday March 3.

Fairfield University Basketball
FT-FTA

FT%

REBS-AVG

ASST

PTS-AVG

175-298 .587
174-342 .509
143-264 .542
99-179 .553
56-103 .544
55-107 .514
38-70
.543
.480
24-50
.800
4-5
1.000
3-3
.500
7-17
.412
7-17
.400
2-5
.500
6-12
0-0
.000

193-238
115-139
74-103
33-38
29-46
15-25
10-15
18-25

.811
.827
.718
.868
.630
.600
.667
.720
.714
.000
.800
.'556
.833
.600
.000

233-9.0
49-2.0
125-5-0
120-4.6
100-5.0
90-3.5
56-2.3
31-1.2
4-0.7
0-0.0
19-1.1
9-0.5
13-1.3
4-0.2
1-1.0

25
184

0

543-20.9
463-18.5
360-14.4
231-8.9
141-7.0
125-4.8
86-3.6
66-2.5
13-2.2
6-3.0
22-1.3
19-1.0
9-0.9
15-0.8
0-0.0

792-1467 .540
803-1641 .489

513-666
311-432

.770
.720

960-36.9
826-31.8

453
424

2097-80.7
1917-73.7

NAME (CAREER POINTS)

G

FG-FGA

Mark Young (1643)
Joe DeSantis (1916)
Flip Williams (922)
Barry Gunderson (247)
Henry Foster (141}
Mike Falazzi (180)
Joe Nelson (107)
Rich Broggini (93)
Mickey Herzing (13)
Bob Biolsi (6)
Tom Macko (22)
Rich D'Antonio (19)
Steve Huzar (29)
Ken Daniels (15)
Ray Rizio (0)

26
25
25
26
20
26
24
26
6
2
17
19
10
20
1

Stag Totals
Opponents Totals

26
26

FG%

5-7

0-0
8-10
5-9
5-6
3-5
0-0

75

38
16
17
17
69
1
1
2
7
0

5
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Racquetball Rage Sweeps Fairfield
By Richard Pratt
The game of racquetball has arrived at Fairfield University. Since the
opening of the Rec Center, the racquetball courts have been stormed
by enthusiastic Stags. "The popularity is so great," commented Rec Center official Tamma O'Mara, "it's impossible to reserve a court without
calling well in advance. The action is
continous on all four courts. We've
cut the time allotments from the
standard of one hour to forty-five
minutes in order to allow a greater
number of students time on the
courts. We are considering many additional measures to relieve the congestion."
Phone reservations are accepted
between ten and eleven a.m. Monday through Saturday and between
twelve noon and one p.m. on Sunday
at a new number of 255-9335. In addition to these hours, students may
make reservations in person at the
complex at any time. Ms. O'Mara encourages students to place reserva-'
tions at least a day in advance for
court time.

The congestion obviously stems
from the fact that nearly everyone on
campus is anxious to play racquetball. "The game is easy to learn,
good exercise, and a great time,"
remarked one enthusiastic student.
There is little doubt the game will
continue to flourish on campus despite the fact that a large number of
students are now or were'recently
unfamiliar with raccquetball. "Many
of the students are newcomers to
the game, but they seem to pick it up
quickly," added Ms. O'Mara, "Some
had never been acquainted with racquetball before the complex was
completed." The game is easy to
learn. Some of the rules to
remember are as follows:
1. The server, standing between
the short and service lines, bounces
the ball once or twice and hits it
against the front wall in such a way
that it falls to the floor behind the
short line before hitting any other
walls. Failure to hit the front wall first
results in loss of service, while an
underserve merits a second attempt.
2. From this point, all walls are in
play but each volley must eventually

.WMljl

Everyone's all smites as raquetball is the activity of the day. Raquetball
is beginning to boom on the Fairfield campus, and even Paul Newman
has gotten in on the act. Here, Mario Porcaro (left) and Frank Ciampi
relax and enjoy the popular sport.
(Photo by Alex Graziano)
hit the front wall. As in tennis, the ball
may be hit directly or after is has
bounced once.
3. Obstruction occurs when a play-

er hinders an opponent either from
seeing or from making a play on a'
volley.
4. The game is scored like volley-

ball in that possession of the serve is
necessary to score. Points are
awarded when the opponent cannot
return a shot. Twenty-one points
wins a game.
These rules are but a basic outline.
More details on racquetball can be
obtained at the Rec Center. Racquets and balls are also available at
the complex and Ms. O'Mara encourages care for the equipment. "The
equipment supply is by no means
unlimited, so proper care and use is
essential. Also, safety must be considered. The wrist string should
always be worn to prevent the racquet from leaving the hand. Obvious
dangers arise when racquets start
flying within the enclosed court
areas."
F.U. has been very receptive to
racquetball, and so far, all has gone
well. An intramural racquetball tournament is scheduled for sometime
this spring, so all are encouraged to
keep practicing. As for you Fairfield
students who have yet to join the racquetball craze, let's go! You have
some catching up to do. But
remember—call early!

View
from
the
Crowd
By Kevin Donovan
Saturday night held a storybook
ending for the Fairfield University
careers of Joe DeSantis and Mark
Young. And for one word to characterize that evening would have to
be emotion. How many times before
have you seen Joey D running about
the court with his hands held high
like a little leaguer who just hit a
home run? And Mark Young's slam
dunk, why there was so much energy
in that moment that half a dozen people fell from the quaking bleachers.
And Fred Barakat. For the last five
minutes of the game, the Fairfield
Coach held an ear to ear.grin that
even a Joe Nelson thirty-footer
couldn't erase. And then there's
Mike Palazzi,' 13 points, 13 rebounds.
What do you think inspired him? And
Rich Broggini's dribbling exhibition
that had Ernie Cobb in fits. And
Nelson's inncredible rejection, and
the list goes on.
You might say Coach Barakat's
team reached its potential on Saturday night, peaking at the end of the
year. And surely, coach and players
deserve a great deal of credit. But,
what about the crowd? A salute
must go to them tudents and townies alike. The Fairfield Gym won't see
the likes of it again for some time.
Who will replace those guys with
their cones? Who will take over for
drummer Kevin Fox? And the townies, who I once criticized for lack of
fervor, acted on Saturday as if they

■

Fairfield's Michael Palazzi lays it up over Joe Beaulieu of B.C. as Joe DeSantis looks on. Palazzi's 13 points and 13 rebounds have earned him
(Photo by Carl Gustafson)
the distinction of "Athlete of the Week".
were at the Roman Colisieum.
So, Boston College cannot put the
nie shoot and shoot and shoot, Joey
At the game's end the crowd beThe B.C. win, while being a win at
blame for losing on anyone but a
D. shot, he also passed the ball and
gan to chant "N.I.T.—N.I.T.". And
home, was by no means a home-job.
superior Stag team. B.C. fell apart,
controlled the game's tempo. Any
soon enough we will know if their
That is, the refs showed Fairfield no
as predicted. Ernie Cobb poured in
fans who saw this game as a DeSanvoices were heard. It might not have
favortism. In fact at times it seemed
33 points, but his disgruntled teamtis vs. Cobb match up left knowing
been DeSantis' and Young's last
as if they were out to spite the fans.
mates did little more than watch ErwhQwas clearly the best.
game after all,

Athlete of the Week

Six happy faces acknowledge the cheers from the partisan Fairfield crowd prior to the Stags-B.C. ballgame
last Saturday. Seniors Mark Young and Joe DeSantis received plaques (given by F.U.S.A.) praising their fine
careers. From left to right are: Mark Young, Mariette and Dr. James Young, Marie and Vincent DeSantis, Joe
DeSantis.
(Photo by Alex Graziano)

By Chris Byrd
DeSantis and Young. These two
names have meant winning basketball for Fairfield University for the
last four years. Relish the sound of
their names' because unfortunately
the win Saturday over B.C. may have
been the last time one will hear their
names in connection with Stag
basketball.
The rest of the team sensed this
and were determined that the two
seniors go out in style. Mike Palazzi
was evidence of this. Playing his best
game of the year, the sophomore forward scored spectularly and grabbed several key offensive rebounds.
He often ignited the fans and his
teammates. His play has earned him
the title of "Athlete of the Week."
The affable Pallazzi reacted surprised to the plaudit saying, "It's a
great honor, a great privilege. I never

expected it." Asked if the fact that
Mark Young and Joe DeSantis were
playing their last games affected his
play, the Worcester native replied,
"That and the fact that it was our last
game." He continued, "B.C. is
always a big game. We had to play
well to get in the E.C.A.C. or the
N.I.T." In regard to his team's
chances of making a post-season
tournament Palazzi commented, "I
don't know. The N.I.T. is good but the
E.C.A.C. is slim, very slim."
Asked to describe his role, Palazzi
replied, "The inside game is my job.
My job is not to score 25 points but to
do the little things." By the time this
paper is published, the team's
E.C.A.C. fate will have been determined. If they are turned down, there
is hope for the N.I.T. One reason for
this hope is Michael Palazzi does little things so well.
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Stags Clip B.C. 93-81; Await NIX Bid
by Patrick Reap
•• When the crowd starts making
noise like that, we feel we can beat
anyone at home", commented Fairfield coach Fred Barakat after watching his Stags knock off highlytouted Boston College 93-81 Saturday night. In their last home appearance, seniors Joe DeSantis and
Mark Young popped in 30 and 19
points
respectively,
while
sophomore Mike Palazzi pulled down
a game-high 13 rebounds to go with
his 13 points. For the Stags'future,
they must wait until the N.I.T. selection committee decides whether the
Stags' 17-9 record merits postseason play. The N.I.T. committee
meets tomorrow and Sunday.
Even before the opening tip Saturday, there was something about the
night that felt special. Joey D.'s and
Mary Young's last home game. A
showdown with one of the East's
best: Boston College. And it was a
home game when the capacity
crowd of 3500 came to make noise.
Lots of noise.
Both teams came out slow, and in
a lackluster first half, the Stags took
a slight 29-27 lead. Fairfield and B.C.
had both been averaging over 80
points a game, but a 40% Eagle
shooting percentage and eight Fairfield turnovers kept both teams from
attaining their usual offensive power
for the first twenty minutes.
The second half was a completly
different game. Gradually, it turned
into a shootout between two of the
country's finest guards: B.C.'s
speedy Ernie Cobb and Fairfield
superstar Joe DeSantis. After a Mark
Young three point play was offset by
Rich Shrigley basket, cutting Fairfield's lead to 59-58, DeSantis,

Young & Company took over for
good. B.C. was shown why Stag fans
believe our hoop team is one of the
best in New England.
Joey D. started the spurt with a
familiar 20 foot jumper. After a B.C.
miss, Palazzi fired an outlet pass to
DeSantis who spotted Young (how
could he miss him?) open on the right
side of the lane. Young rifled the ball
through the basket, producing a
thundering ovation from the 3,500
partisans. After another B.C. misfire,
DeSantis took it the length of the
court, pulling up from 16 feet for twoof his 30 points on the night. With
7:36 left, a 65-68 Fairfield advantage,
and the roof flying off the gym, B.C.
took a timeout in hopes of regrouping.
Cobb kept B.C. close in the final
minutes, leading the Eagles with 33
points. "He was-unstoppable", said
Barakat. "We tried three different
defenses on him but he was simply
too quick to be stopped."
The Stag lead reached 15 points,
before settling on the 93-81 margin.
With 2:20 to go in the game, Mark
Young fouled out to yet another standing ovation, and Joe DeSantis was
given the same greeting when he
was taken out of the game with
seconds remaining.
Although Fairfield fans have come
to expect the superlative performances that DeSantis and Young
turned in, it was the play of junior
transfer Tom Macko and sophomore
Palazzi who added the extra ingredient for the "upset" victory. Macko
pulled down five clutch rebounds,
while Palazzi had 13 rebounds, six offensive.
"Tom and Mike gave us a great
lift. They've been improving all
year", explained coach Barakat.

"Also, gove lots of credit to the
bench and fans for this win.
Everyone was so into the game."
For Young and DeSantis, they
went out in their last home game in
grand style. They showed the type of
play the Fairfield diehard has come
to expect. Whether or not the Stags
make the N.I.T., their respective
futures lie in the pro .ranks. The '
N.B.A. draft is June 24, and both
seniors should be by the phone on
that day.
For the rest of the squad, they will
wait for the N.I.T. selections. Do we
belong in the N.I.T.? Well, after a
tough 97-89 loss at lona lowered
their season mark to 9-8, many
critics eliminated Fairfield's postseason tourney hopes. The Stags
came back to win eight of their final
nine, with their only loss coming to
Duquesne on a 69-68 overtime loss
on the road.
A definite case can be made for
the Stags deserving a post season
bid. All we can do is wait, hope, and
thank Joey, D. Mark Young and the
rest of Mr. Barakat's crew on
another competitive season which
proved once again that Fairfield truly
is the new kid on the block in major
college basketball.
BOSTON COLLEGE (81)
Cobb 13 7-9 33; Caraher 5 0-0 10;
Chandler 6 0-0 12; Bennett 1 0-0 2;
Shrigley 0 5-6 5; Beaulieu 2 5-7 9; Bowie 3
2-2 8; Kuhn 0 0-0 0.
Totals
3119-2481
FAIRFIELD (93)
DeSantis 14 2-3 30; Young 6 7-11 19;
Williams 2 9-11 13; Broggini 0 1-2 1;
Nelson 1 0-0 2; D'Antonio 0 0-0 0; Daniels
0 0-0 0; Palazzi 5 5-3 13; Gunderson 4 2-2
10: Macko 1 3-4 5.
Totals
33 27-38 93
Fouled out: Young, Sweeney, Cobb, Bowie,
Kuhn. Halllime: Fairfield 29, BC 27. Total
fouls: Fairfield 23, BC 34. Alt: 3,500.

TAKE THAT! Mark Young slams ball through hoop as Barry Gunderson
(34) happily watches. Young's dunk was turning point in 93-81 victory.
(Photo by Alex Graziano)

Stagettes Whip H.C., 5042

Senior Joe DeSantis pulls up among three Boston College defenders to
sink a short jumper for two of his 30 points Saturday night.
(Photo by Alex Graziano)

by Kim Plumer
February 24, the Stagettes
Basketball team ended their season
in victory against Holy Cross. Donna
Margine led the team with 23 points
to a final score of 50-42. Senior
Kathy Donnelly, playing in her last
game, was the leading rebounder for
the Fairfield women. The Stagettes
ended with a record of 6-14. After a
slow start the women came on
strong and determined in the second
half of their schedule. Five of their
six victories were in their last ten
games.
Now that the 1978-79 season has
ended the girls only loss will be
senior, Kathy Donnelly. Kathy, 57"
forward, has been the team's leading
rebounder this year. She has been a
devoted player for 4 years and the
team will miss her aggressiveness.
But with the loss of only one player,
the girls can look forward to a strong
season next year. This year the team
recruited 8 new players of their team
of 13. The future has a lot in store for
the Stagettes, with six freshman,
along with two new sophomores,
Kathy Morgan and Mary Ann-Flynn,
all with great potential. This has been
a year of growth for the Stagettes.
The teams' new players have used
this year to familiarize themselves
with college ball. Next year could be
the year for the Fairfield's women's
B-ball team to really shine.

FAIRFIELD (50)
Donnelly 6 0-2 12; Egan 13-4 5; Perry 4 0-2
8; Margine 9 5-9 23;"Kenchtle 1 0-3 2.
Totals
21 7-21 50

HOLY CROSS (42)
Arnell 3 2-2 8: Pertella 5 2-2 12; Dempsey

4 4-8 12; Flacke 1 0-0 2; Opalez 2 0-0 4;
McGovern 2 0-1 4; O'Connor 0 0-0 0.
Totals
17 8-16 42
Fouled out: O'Connor. Halttime score: Fairfield 25, Holy Cross 14.

Freshman Kris Koneigi (33) lofts a shot against Western Connecticut in
Thursday's loss to the Colonials. Guard Janine Demarest (14) and Kathy
Donnelly get rebounding position for Stags.
(Photo by Patty Lanza)

Skaters Maul Lehigh 13-2; Stand at 6-15
by Mark llaria
Jim Gollinger and Bill Nayden
scored nine points between them as
the Fairfield Stag hockey team
roasted Lehigh 13-2, last Saturday at
the Wonderland of Ice. The Stags'
record now stands at 6-15, while they
ended their season last night against
Quinnipiac at Home.
Nayden had two goals and three
assists in the Lehigh rout, while team
mate Gollinger added a hat trick and
one assist. Paul Meyer aided the
Stag cause with three assists to go
with his goal.
The game was marred by 18
Lehigh penalties, causing the
referees to stop the game abruptly

with 1:54 remaining in the final
period. Goalie Don Maida had an
outstanding game, making 24 saves
and not letting Lehigh score until the
game was well out of reach in the
third period.
Last Wednesday, the University
Hockey team faced off against
Southeastern Massachusetts
University. These teams are both
young (S.M.U. having no seniors and
Fairfield having 2) and Fairfield had
lost to this team 5-4 earlier in the
season, so a good game was expected. Unfortunately for Fairfield, it
turned out to be a one sided S.M.U.
victory, an 8-3 pasting.
In the first period, both teams
came out hitting, but it was

Southeastern that did all of the scoring, with six unanswered goals. Fairfield made poor passes during the
period and did not clear men out of
the crease. No team dominated control of the puck but Fairfield could
not generate any offense, having only 3 shots on goal in the first.
Fairfield scored in the second
period on an unassisted goal by Joe
Motherway. Joe skated up the length
of the ioe to unleash a slapper that
got away from the S.M.U. goalie.
Things got a little rough during the
period, with a total of 7 penalties, but
it became evident that Fairfield was
being outclassed at the end of the
period. S.M.U. checked well and
made crisp passes, while it seemed

that only captains Jeff Lane and
Jim Gollinger were willing to take
charge for Fairfield.
In the third period, Fairfield got
their first goal with Tom Boyce scoring on the face off won by Mike Dowd
early in the period, but Southeastern
Massachusetts scored 1:30 later,
making it 8-2.
Senior goalie Don Maida came into the game in the first period with
the score 5-0, and put in a super effort, especially in the third where he
was being pelted with S.M.U. shots.
The last goal of the game was scored
right off the face off by Mike Dowd,
making the final score 8-3.
Last night's game against Quinnipiac was captain Jim Gollinger's

and goalie Don Maida's final game
as Stags. Both seniors have put in
tremendous efforts during their four
years of hockey here at Fairfield and
will be sorely missed.
At press time, the scoring leaders
for Fairfield are Joe Motherway with
18 goals and 9 assists, Jim Gollinger
with 6 goals and 21 assists and A.J.
O'Brien with 7 goals and 12 assists.
The team's overall record stands at
6-15 and 6-9 in Division III. I asked
coach "Doc" Mc Carthy about these
losses and he explained, "We had a
lot of seniors leave this year for
positive academic reasons, and we
are young and inexperienced. I see
these losses as a temporarv state
and not a permanerrrone."

